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Introduction

• Robots: Devices aiming at “replacing” human for
mainly motion related tasks.
1st mechanism satisfying
robot definition (Griffith
Taylor, 1937).

TALOS

Robots were / are for:
• Increasing Productivity
• Dangerous Environments
• Difficult to Access Envnts.

From the Past to the Present and the
Future

• Roomba (robotic
vacuum cleaner) was
the first robotic
product surpassing the
1,000,000 sales
(psychological)
landmark.

Current Status in Industrial Robotics
Total number of Industrial Robots:
2014: 1,47 Mil.
2018: 2.32 Mil. (estimate)
2020: 3,05 Mil. (estimate)

Cobots

• Benefits of Industrial Automation⇒
– Smaller product development &
production times,
– Quality Improvement
• ΒΜW invested $7.4 Β for its largest
and highly automated plant at
Greenville (SC, USA).
• Highest Investment in advanced
automation
– 1400, cooperating and flexibly
programmable robots!

• Production: 1400 cars/d (~1 car/min)
• Next Stage: direct human-robot
cooperation (providing tools, holding
parts etc.)

• Robots in Services:
– 2016: 6.8 Mil.
– 2020: 51 Mil. (estimate)

Number of Robotic Installations
• “Robotic Density” is
a good comparison
metric for
manufacturing
industries.
• World Average:
From 66 units in
2015 to 74 in 2016
• China: From 25 units
in 2013 to 68 in
2016

Number of Robotic Installations

Past:
• Only large corporations in large production plants.
• Main sectors: Car & Electronics Industries
Trend: Increasing number of …
• SMEs installing robots
• Sectors requiring robotic systems

4th Industrial Revolution – Robotic Process Automation
Consequence of the digital
transformation, a result of
the fusion of technologies
that is breaking down the
limits between
• the digital,
• the physical, and
• the biological spheres.

• RPA …
• … is an IPA feature that
describes logic driven
robots executing preprogrammed rules on
mostly structured data.
• … takes productivity
optimization to the next
level by redefining work
and reassigning
employees to execute
higher-value activities.

The Good News is …
• Advanced Automation (AA i.e. AI & Robotics) will
create 58 Mil positions additionally to those that
will be lost, incorporating changes in the
– Quality
– Position, and
– Type

of the positions (World Economic Forum rept.)
• «Soon» AA machines will perform 42% of the
current type of jobs (29%, as of today)
• AA will promote more specialized and well paid jobs
(IFR, based on a questionnaire, 70% of 7.000
employees in 7 countries)

The Good News is … (contd.)
• IFR claims that against widespread fears in media and public
opinion :
«…There is no tangible proof that the effects of current AA in
Employment will be different to those of the previous waves of
technological changes that lead to a mixture of :
– Loss of employment positions,
– Creation of new positions and
– Change of the profile of employment positions…»

• The only difference has to do with the faster rate of the
changes: «65% of the job types to be undertaken by the
contemporary kids, has not yet been conceived» (Manpower)
• According to IFR, the combination of this aggressive change
rate and the effects of globalization have led to the
widespread insecurity.

The Good News is … (contd.)
• IFR study for :
– Manufacturing,
– Logistics, και
– Health Services

Human employees and (intelligent)
machines will smoothly cooperate thus
improving productivity.

• Although Automation will be extended and improves:
– Human Labor will maintain its competence, and
– Human will be the central factor in production and services.

• Automation
– Will bring higher levels of satisfaction and higher remuneration for
human labor, and
– Robots will make easier and safer certain current jobs that are heavy
and difficult.

• Basic Problem: It is not about the employment positions lost due
to AA but rather for those left open because the workforce does
not have the required competences.
• Conclusion: The state has a vital role in proper (re-)training.
«ΑΙ is the most advanced technology allowing us to produce more goods with less
work. This has shown to be beneficial during the last centennials» Bill Gates

Further News ...
• η

«A employee is taxed based on salary (e.g. $50k US / year). Using those taxes the Government is
supporting further its citizens e.g. via insurance. If a robot substitutes an employee then that
robot should be similarly taxed!»
Bill Gates

Further News ... (contd.)
• US agriculture section – labor:
– 1900 : 40%
– 2015: 2% !!!

• During this period, agricultural production did not
decrease!
• Former Pres. Obama π. when he signed the $956Β bill
for Agriculture: “Large-scale farmers may be doing
great but the smaller-scale, family-owned type farms
are really struggling and this is even more difficult for
younger farmers”.

Assimilating the New Technology
• About Professions (not about professionals...)
– 9 out of 10 employees are currently employed in professions that
existed 100y ago...
– Only 5% of professions introduced after 1993, by High-Tech Industries

• “New Economy” Employees: Google (74.000) Apple (123.000),
Microsoft (124.000), Facebook (23.000), e-bay (12.600), κλπ
• World Bank: Risk factors for loss of employment positions: India
69% , China 77% , Ethiopia 85% ...
• Forrester Research (“Predictions 2019: Automation / AI”)
– RPA & AI will create digital workers - SW that automates tasks
traditionally performed by humans - for more than 40% of companies
next year,
– 10% of future startups will employ more digital workers than human
ones.
– Automation, in 2019, will
• eliminate ~10% of U.S. jobs, and
• create the equivalent of 3 % of today’s jobs.

Conclusions
• Robotics & Advanced Automation aim at:
– substituting, or/and
– Extending

• human activities
– either in environments that are
• dangerous, or
• inaccessible

The 4th Industrial Revolution is not
just about technology or business.
It’s about society.
____________________________
Joe Kaeser
President and CEO, Siemens AG

– Or for repetitive / boring tasks.

• Question: If AA leads to increased unemployment how will the
production be consumed? Possible measures:
– Social precautions: (re-)training, etc.
– Taxation / Deductions per robot
– “Universal” Salary

• Society has the right and obligation to establish and activate those
policies that will maximize the benefits and minimize the sideeffects of Advanced Automation to the wider public.
• Inhibiting Advanced Automation is not such an optimizing policy.

Which is the Main Concern ?

